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Introduction 

Knowledge of the information content of pictures may often be needed. 
In continuous recording or in picture freezing, the adjustment of the inde
pendent parameters of picture preparation ensuring maximum information 
content obtainable in the course of recording, may well be necessary. This is 
only possihle if the actual information content is known. 

Here we are not going to investigate pictures constructed of regular geo

metrical elements, e.g. technical drawings, but so-called natural pictures. We 
shall call natural picture a picture, whose autocorrelation function is direction
invariant, or its variation stays at least below a predetermined threshold 
value. 

KRETz;\IER [1] plotted the auto correlation functions of natural pictures. 
His experimental arrangement "was as follows: a homogeneous parallel light 
ray transilluminated the negatives of the picture in a tuhe of approximately 
diam. 100 mm: the total intensity of the penetrating light could he measured 

by a photo multiplier with an accuracy of 2 %. Two transparent negatives of 
the picture to he investigated were prepared. The intensity of the penetrated 
light was measured first by arranging them in perfect coverage, then by shift
ing them in relation to eaeh other. The light intensity variation vs the shift 
is the autoeorrelation function R( T) of the picture in the direction of the shift. 
Let us note some properties of the auto correlation function R( T) of the mono
variable stoehastic time funetion U(t): 

R(O) = U~ 

R(T) = R(-T) 

R(T) < R(O) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Let us seleet from among the optieal autoeorrelation measurements of 
KRETZ;\IER, those "we are interested in: 

Three pietures are given with identical dimensions, average hrightness 
and R(O) values: 

* Extract from the Doctor Thesis. 
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A) A cro,\-ded tribune of a sports ground on a distant snapshot. It is 
unequivocal for everyhody. This is the most pied picture of all three, the riche;:t 
III details. 

B) A lady of good looks with a colourful, variegated hackground. This 
picture is obviously poorer in details than picture A. 

C) A simple half length portrait with a homogeneous background 
without dctails. This is the poorest in details of all three pictures. 

The auto correlation functions helonging to the pictures are shown ill 

Fig. 1. Note t11(' validity of Equations (~) and (3). 
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Fig. 1 

KRETZ}IER carried out his measurements not ouly in one direction, he 
also studied the dependence of function R( T) on the direction. He found that 
the slight variation of function R( T) of the pictures in vertical direction lllay 
he explained hy the force of gravity. To his opinion this direction dependence 
is practically unimportant, so fUllction R( T) may he said to he direction-in de

pendent generally. 
The criterion of thc natural picture, wheIl using polar coordinates and 

taking the central point of the picture as origin, with radius T. mav ht, ('x
pressed as 

dR(r) 

cl? 
[- . (.t) 

The value of c: should be arbitrarily chosen to allow for the slight modify
ing effect of the vertical direction observed b;- KHETZ}IEH. ,rc suggest the 

vahu' of c: to be determined as 5 %. 
Some fields where the knowledge of the informatioll contpnt of natural 

pictures may be of importance are: 
a) The TY-, or film camera-man must coilect the greate~t pos:3ihle in

formation quantity into the picture by yarying the visual angle and thp focus 
depth. 

b) Information content is onc of the most important aSpf:'ct5 with carto
graphical airial photographs <1" wel!. 
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c) In nuclear physical experiments a few photos, in which the expected 
phenomenon is recorded, must he seleeted from among many thousands. The 
selection, or at least the preliminary selection, could he carried out aut"omati
cally if the information content of the single pictures could he measured. 

d) The success of X-ray diagnosis depends on the information content 
of the X-ray pictures. Rendering maximum possihle information hy the outer 
parameters - in case of X-rays hy their intensity and quality (spectrum) 
must he aimed at hy all means. 

Because of the high importance of picture quality and information con
tent in X-ray techniques, it seems justifiahle to devote the "whole paper to 
the discussion of this special field. 

An X-ray picture of the human hody responds to the criterion determined 
hy Equation (4), i.e. it is a natural picture. 

The results hold of course not only for X-ray pictures, hut for all natural 
pictures as well. 

II. Characteristics of pictures and picture creating devices 

Pictures are conyentionally qualified hy indiyidual picture characteristics. 
The most important of these are: 

1) Average brightness. 
2) Contrast span, i.e. the ratio between the brightnesses of the lightest 

and darkest details in the picture. 
3) Contrast resolution. 

In case of graded illumination the reciprocal value of the maxi
mum number of distinguishahle grades. 

4) Resolution. 
The dimension of the smallest, still distinguishable details in the 
picture, i.e. pair of lines/cm. 

A group of the picture characteristics seryes for characterizing not the 
picture itself, but the picture creating, transfer and reproduction deyices. These 
are as follows: 

5) Gamma value. 
The slope of the logarithmic conyersion function of the picture 
conyerter. 

6) Tone. 
The curvature of the gamma function. The tone is uniform or linear, 
"when the gamma function is straight; it is hard, when in case 
of an identical interpretation range and set of "Values, the gamma 
function passes below the linear in the first part of the interpreta
tion rangp, and ahoye the linear in the second part of it; the tone 
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is soft, when the gamma function passes above the linear in the 
first part of the intrepertation range and below the linear in the 
second part of it. 

The definition of the tone scems to be a loose conception, as it expresses 
a characteristic tendency. It does not qualify the gamma functions of one single 
curvature or those with more than t"WO curvatures. W-hen the characteristic is 
not unequivocal, the observcr has to rely on his subjective judgement. 

Some further remarks on the tone: 
The tone was formerly an effective means of expression only in the field 

of artistic or amateur phototechniques. Now it has become an important para
meter of the electronic picture conversion and transfer. It has been verified 
that the amount of lost information with the electronic picture signal transfer 
devices used in X-ray techniques depends also on the tone of the picture to he 
transferred. 

Recording, picture creating, picture transfer and picture reproduction 
devices may he qualified hy giving the set of values of the above picture char
acteristics. 

However, it is difficult to draw final conclusions as to whether the picture 
creating device is adequate, as the different characteristics appear with differ
ent ·weights. There are endeavours to find one single characteristic expressing 
all the rest and their origin as "well. Such characteristics are the follo"wing: 

7) Information storage capacity. 
It is easy to see the inadequacy of this characteristic, as it does not 
contain all the previous characteristics even, yet it is worthwhile 
to compare some picture storages by it (2). 
8 mm film ahout 20 kilohit 
Diam. 310 mm eleetronoptical image 
amplifier 400 
0.01 m 2 surface area X-rav screen 
photo "Odelea' 2000 

8) Modulation transfer function. 
This is a specific X-ray picture-technical characteristic. A sinusoidal 
"wave profile test hody "with continuously increasing frequency, 
but of identical amplitudes, is placed in the "way of the X-ray and 

the intensity vs the densifying signals is measurcd on the picture 
[3]. Such functions are shown in Fig. 2. 

Qualifying thc picture crcating devices represented by thc singlc func
tions is difficult, therefore the equivalent hand "width has bcen defined as 

B = J I~(f) . d f 

However. this IS not an unequivocal characteristic either. 
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The main disadvantage of both of the latter characteristics, is that they 
indicate the picture creating capacity, which is merely a possibility, but no 
indication for the picture of a particular object. 

Reference was made in the introduction to our trying to use, instead of 
all these characteristics, one single parameter, the information content of the 
picture. This offers itself, as for the X-ray physician, the values of the single 
parameters are indifferent. and he is only interested in information which can 
be processed by the eye. Should then the information content of the picture 
be the only parameter? Yes, if it can be measured! We know the information 

Freq,uency (lines/mm) 

Fig. " 

storage capacItIes of the single techniques but according to KATIS [4] only 
3-6% of these are utilized by the general natural pictures, because of surfacp 
exploitation and the correlations. This holds conceivably for the case of X-ray 
pictures as well. The effective information content is further reduced if the 
physician issues, after examination e.g. the finding: "Chest finding negative". 
The word "negative" represents one bit, and for the localization of the chest 
an information of a few bits is also sufficient. So from the possibility of 2000 
kilobit e.g. only an effective information of a fe"w bits is realized. Another 
physician "would not share this opinion without reservations and would de
scribe a non-pathological, so-called anomaly originating from a deviation in 

development, at 'Nhich the finding - from a pathological point of view -
stays negative. But the information content of the finding changed signifi
cantly, depending on the frequency of the indicated anomaly. Did one and the 
same picture yield then two different information quantities? Is this possible? 
Rather than the information being an objective material characteristic, is it 
not then a subjective one? In order to clarify this question, let us start froID 
Shannon's definition of the information. According to Shannon the informa
tion is the negative logarithm of the event's occurrence probability. The occur-

!3 Periodica Polytechnic" El. XJ\'1. 
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rence probability of an event is an objective reality by the law of the great 
numbers. Consequently: information is an objective existing conception, -which 
IS independent of our mind. 

Let us find the cause of the aboye contradiction by a closer inyestigation. 
The information content of a communication signal from an information 

source may be determined if the total set of ne'ws of the information source 
and the frequency of occurrence of the indiyidual news are known. In this case, 
the information quantity in a giyen picture can also be calculated, as the sur

face area of the picture can be diyided 'with the help of an appropriately fine 
tool in parts ensuring a homogeneous intensity of the individual picture ele
ments. Following this, the possible number of intensities and their probability 
of occurrence may be determined, but only if a number great enough of in
dividuals, for rendering the prohability ohjectiYC, is available. 

In simple object lessons, for example dice thro'wing, card drawing, etc., 
these conditions are present, but eyen in these eases only for intelligent obseI'
yers with memory images, as throwing up a dice or a coin would not mean 

anything for a primitive man liying away from civilisation. Hc is lacking the 
a -priori kno·wledges. 

Does the -worel information, as used in X-ray medical practice, corre
spond to the aboye strict criterions? We can state that it does not. To prove 
this, let us examine the preparation of X-ray pictures from the standpoint of 
information theory. 

The information sources are the patients. They are indiyiduals also in an 
anatomical sense. Their sizes, and forms are different, even the ratios het-weell 
the hone-, fat-, and muscle tissues yary in persons of identical sizes. If we also 

consider the alterations by diseases and the anomalies, an infinite numher of 
possible configurations result in spite of the anatomical correlations. Our task 
does not correspond to SRA:,\:,\O:'\'S criteria yet, however, let us go on proving. 

The frequency of the indiyidual cases is not known either, aE statistic,:, 
are kept only of the frequency of diseases (incidentally), and not of the fre
qucncy of configuration" referring to diseascs. In addition, the examiner ji' 

in no possession of the memory images necessary for the classification of the 
cvents, as he often sees eonfigurations which are Hew for him eyen in ea"e~ 
of the same known disease. 

Therefore it can he seen that there exists a confusion in terminology. 
The term information, as it was generally used hefore SHANl'W;:\', is heing used 
for a strictly defined conception, although this is permissible only in a narrow 
circle of cases. 

,{ e can state that the X-ray picture has an ohjectiye information COll

tent, but this cannot he determined hecause the information source, the de
coder and the encoder, are partly in the hrain of the examining physician. 

f:onsequently it is morf' COTrf'ct to f'peak not of the information quaIltity 
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of the picture, but only of the picture content. In this way the error inducpd 
by the improper usage may be avoided. 

The conventional picture characteristics can be measured, but no COIl

clusion as to the picture content can be drawn from them. The information 
quantity would be appropriate for this purpose, but it is not measurable, so 
what is the solution? \Ve must find a measurable physical characteristic he
t,yeen the conventional characteristics and the information quantity. 

This characteristic is the detail richness. Therefore our task has changed 
from the df'termination of information quantity to that of detail richnf'i'i'. 

HI. The detail richness of pictures 

A primltlYC definition of detail richness is thc folIo'wing: The picture~ 
may be decomposed into picture elements homogeneous in themselves, but 
of different sizes and illumination. The smaller the picture elements and the 
greater the difference in hrightness between the adjacent elements, the more 
detailed the picture appears to be. 

In what measure does the conception obtained hy the above primitive 
definition contain the individual picture characteristics already descrihed? 

An irreversible relation of it with the average brightness can be found. 
It is reasonahle that if the detail richncss of a picture increascs in a uniform 
distribution, then the average light intensity approache::: the mean valuc he
tween the maximum and the minimum hrightncsses, as this would mean that 
all eontra:::t grades are distributcd in a uniform ratio. Thc inverse of this theo
rem does not hold. Maximum detail richness does not helong to a medium 
average light intensity unconditionally. The detail richness is in direct pro
portion with the contrast span. A picture creating device ensuring a greater 
brightness difference would ensure a greater difference heh,-ecn the adjacent 
picture elements too. The detail l'ichness is in direct proportioIl -with the con
trast resolution also. :More brightness grades 'I-ould creatf.' a more diversified 
picture. 

It scems most natural that the fine resolution is in direct proportion 

'with the detail richnet:s. Similarly to the contrast span, a picture converter 
with a higher gamma value might ensure a greater detail richness. The tOllP 
influences the uniform or non-uniform distribution of the contrast grade:", 
so a linear tOIle would render a greater detail richness. The information storage 
capacity is a possibility and the detail richness is the measure of the realization 
of this possibility. The modulation transfer function and the equivalent hand 
width contain the fine resolution and the contrast resolution, therefore their 
relation to thl' cll'tail richnes8 is also :::imilar. 
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An essential conclusion is that the qualification by means of the detail 
richness conflicts with none of the individual picture characteristics and so 
its application is permissible. 

GOURIET [5] dealt 'with the conception of the detail richness and its 
measurement, and his method was adapted also by KATYS. For its definition 
they used the one described in the first paragraph of this chapter, which "we 
called a primitive definition. 

Their measurement method was as fo11o'ws: The picture is scanned by 
an electronic picture converter. The electrical signal or signal series of the 
scanncr contains the picture. The diversity of the picture determines the more 
frequent variation of the signal, and the intensity of the individual picture 
elements determines the variation of the signal amplitude. In an information 
transfer formulation there exists an identical correspondence between the 
picture and the electrical signal series of the scanner. After all this the detail 
richness equals the average absolute value of the electrical signal yariation - as 
Gouriet defines the conception 

T 

1 .,/ d 
GO=T J d; 

o 

1 

U(t), . dt (5) 

'with Go being the detail richness, T the scanning time and U(t) the signal of 
the scanner. The method assumes a constant scanning rate. To call Go, - as 
expressed by Formula (5) - detail richness is an inaccuracy of designation, 

as it is an average specific unit time richness, as seen by the term liT. 
The formula does not contain any physiological la'ws, i.e. it merely con

siders the picture in itself though for the evaluation of the picture, the infor
mation transferred through the cye to the brain is necessary 'with consideration 
to the modifying effect of the eye. The task is not only to count the surface 
elements in the picture, but also to determine the effect they make on the 
observer, as the details not processible for the eye do not promote the correct 
creation of judgement. Therefore the expression of such details should not bE' 
our task. 

Let us examine test pictures and see what impressions of detail richness 
they induce in the observers, and let us compare these 'with the results given 
hy Formula (5). 

Because of the picture resolution it suffices to use picture bands yarying 
in one (in the horizontal) direction only for the test pictures. Thc brightness 
along the hands should vary according to sinusoidal-, saw tooth- and square 
functions, hut each one at lower and higher illumination levels. The brightne!'s 
variatiom of the test pictures along the ;;;canning are ",hown in Fig. 3. 
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Ten people of different occupations were asked to rank the individual 
bands according to "diversity", intentionally avoiding the expression "detail 
richness", as according to previous experience there arose difficulties concern
ing the interpretation of the same. The question had to be overexplained and 
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Fig. 3 

this influenced the judgement of the subjects. The purpose was not to draw 
final conclusions from the answers hy statistical laws (a greater number of 
subjects and more ideal experimental conditions would have heen necessary 
for this), but only to gain insight into whether they ranked the pictures at all, 
and to observe if they separated the identical type hands of differcnt average 

brightness. 
The rankings made hy the individual suhjects are plotted hy proportional 

heights in the verticals of the functions. The ordinates helonging to the same 
person are connected vertically. The average result is shown hy the dot-and
dash line. It is seen that only one man esteemed the hands to he of identical 
value, hut his opinion ·was already influenced hy the known Formula (5), 
which states that the same result is ohtained for all test functions in conse
quence of the identical amplitudes and period lengths. 
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The following observations may he made hy this figure: one consider;; 
the bands of identical types hut of different average brightnesses, to he differ
ent. This depends not only on whether the bands are on hlack or white hases, 
as this was excluded hy supplying the bands with hoth hlack and white back
ground.s. The hands of identical average hrightness, hut of different types were' 
al~o ranked, even if in different rankings. 

The possihility of the two foUo"wing cases may he concluded: Formula (5) 
is correct and the deemed deviations in Fig. 3 are due to a sensory delusion: 

or the conception is not defined correctly hy the given formula. The latter 
conclusion seems to be the proper one, as the formula contains no physiological 
laws. 

Physiology teaches [6] that stimulus and sensation are related by thp 
logarithmic Fechner-law: 

I 

l
e ·In --. "when I > 10 

E= 10 

I 0 . when I .5:. 10 

(6) 

with 10 heing the stimulus threshold, I the stimulus, c the proportionary factor 
and E the sensation. 

The average stimulus leyel, in our case the ayerage hrightness, is not 
indifferent, hecause of the logarithmic sensitiyity of the sensory organs. That 
is why the questioned suhjects separated the identical type hands of different 
uyerage levels in Fig. 3. 

Special attention is due to 10 , Its existence is generally known: a stimulus 
helow the stimulus threshold is not IJcing :3cnsed. Formula (5) does not take 
into consideration this lower limit cithcr. 

A second ycry important physiological hrw is \Veher's la"w [7]: a change 
in the sensation can reach eonseiou:3ness only if the variation exceeds the thresh
old yalue characteristic for the responsihle sensory organ. This criterion for 
the eye is 1 in case of ayerage illumination. }:Iathcmatically it can be 
expressed as 

[dE \I-hen 
dE 

a 
~E = dT dT 

dT 

1
0 

dE 
(7) 

when a 
elt 

with Cl heing the stimulus yariation threshold. \VEBER did not describe the 
law in the form of Formula (7), hut th" picture may be andyzed in the follow
lllg only hy picture scanning, therr-fore - assuming uniform scanning the 
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variation of the sensation may be conceived to be a time function. This is how 
the derivation by time "was entered into Formula (7). 

In the knowledge of the above physiological laws Formula (5), as COll

ceived by GOURIET, is suitable only for very limited tasks. That is why we 
called Formula (5) primitive. The definition described in the first paragraph 
of the chapter should be purposefully redefined as follo'ws: 

The smaller the elements of the picture as sensed by the eye, and the 
greater the difference felt bet'\Yeen the neighbouring elements, the more de
tailed the picture appears to be to our senses. 

The so defined relation should not be considered to be lineal' - for cau
tionary reasollS, due to the fact that we did not define the role of the eye 
exactly. 

Let us find now a unit dimension for Formula (5). The position-depen
dent brightness will have the form of a time-dependent potential - in con
~equence of the picture scanning -, so the unit of the entire formula, i.e. of 
the specific detail richness will be Volt/sec. If not the specific but the total 
~canning dimension is taken into consideration, then we get the unit Volt. 

On returning we obtain nit, the dimension of brightness, i.e. light current. 
This result is rather surprising, as the detail richness is distinguished by 

nothing - from the viewpoint of unit dimension - from the homogeneous 
shining ~urface, which contains no details of identical average brightness and 
which, for this reason, could not even be called a picture. 

It can he seen that the known formula does not suit our purposes. There
fore let us derive a new definition, not losing sight of the above re-worded 
determination. The new definition should also ano'w for a fast and simple mode 
of' measurement of the detail richness. 

The detail richness, the diversity, the irregularity of the natural picture 
and the independence of its individual image points of each other, are related 
conceptions. The measure of independence of the individual image points of 
t'ach other is given by the auto correlation function. 

In the introductory section wc described KRETZ~IER'S hasic measure
ments, of 'I-hidl the following conclusions may he dra,nl: 

a) The picture, judged suhjectively as richer in details (picturc A) has a 
steeper sloped auto correlation function. 

b) Detail richness is characterized hy the auto correlation function only 
up to the first minimum position. 

c) The course of the fUllction - with the exception of the immediate 
vicinity of the maximum - and the first minimum positions, 'where the effect 
of the ever-present dispersion makes itself felt, are of an exponential character. 

For the assessment of the detail richne~s hy an optical alltocol'l'elator, 
only a suitahle parameter of the function R( T), 'which is charactcriEtic for the 
detail richness. must he found. 
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Two definitions offer themselves: 
1. Be the detail richness the quotient of R(O) and the integral through 

T of the function R( T) up to its first minimum position, i.e. 

R(O) 
(8) 

This formula states that a greater Gl detail richness belongs to an R( T) of a 

steeper slope. The dimension of Gl is l/m, if T was given in the dimension of 
the longitude. If the function R( T) ·was assumed to shift with a constant speed, 
then T could be used as time unit and the dimension of Gl would be 1jsec. 

2. Let us express KRETZMER'S assumption on the exponential slope of 

the function R( T): 
R( T) = R(O) . e -,.G. (9) 

It follows that 

In R(O) - InR(T) 
Gz =---'---'------' (10) 

The fact that the dimensions of Gl and G2 are coincident, prove the correctness 
of both chosen definitions. 

The autocorrelation function of the picture may be plotted not only by 
an optical autocorrelator, but also in the form of the autocorrelate of a time 
function obtained by series development scanning, considering the theorem of 
identical correspondence. 

KRETZl\IER'S statement on the exponential course of the function R( T) 

was related to natural pictures; nevertheless let us compute the values Gl and 
Gz belonging to the autocorrelates of our three sorts of test functions with 
I sec period time. Their autocorrelation functions are sho'wn in Fig. 4. 

It is characteristic that the definitions of Gl and Gz assess an identical 
sequence of the test figures, contrary to Go, the result of which is identical for 
all three test functions. 

JlJ -/'/ JV 
Gl (ljsec) 3.6 3.08 2.78 

Gz (ljsec) 2-3.1 1.6-2.7 0.91-1.57 

The definition expressed by Formulae (8) and (10), - though it suits the case 
of the picture tra·nsfer by scanning too - does not satisfy the condition of the 
easy and fast measurability, as for the formation of the auto correlation func
tion, a storage, capable to accommodate the whole picture, is required. 
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KRETZjIER'S measurements proved that the auto correlation function 
is suitable for the determination of the detail richness. Therefore it is reason
able to take these as starting points for our further investigations. 
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There is a known relation - for causal time functions - between th(' 
correlation function and the output spectrum density: 

co 

R(T) = J S(f). e2--rr jj. df (11) 

(12) 

where S(f) is the output spectrum density. 
The functions obtained by scanning the pictures are of a random, 8to

Ghastic type. It is known from the probability calculation (8) that the sto
chastic functions may be considered as the generalisations of the function 
concept. This permits not only processes of a random type by their internal 
characteristics, but often also complex causal phenomenons to be discussed 
statistically. 

The Hintshin-Wiener theorem expressed by Equations (11) and (12) may 
be equally applied both for ergodic stochastic processes and for causal func
tions. It is known that the information sources in communication techniques 
are mostly ergodic. Natural pictures are also ergodic, so we can state that even 
output spectrum density measurements would be sufficient instead of the auto
correlation measurements, as hoth are related hy the Fourier transformation. 
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Unfortunately this way is not passable for us either, because plotting the out
put spectrum density is difficult enough, moreover the operations should be 
effected in the following 'with the Fourier transformation of this spectrum. 
It is known that 

(13) 

the square integral of the time function, where (I) is the circular frequency, j,: 

related to the output spectrum density. 
Let us summarize the steps taken up to here: The detail richness is rela

ted to the auto correlation, the auto correlation to the output density spectrum 
and this latter to the square time function. So in the last analysis the time 
function contains the detail richness also. Unfortunately this relation cannot 
be expressed in an explicit form either. 

As none of Formulae (5), (8) and (10) involve any biological laws, they 
should be called physical definitions. We shall distinguish Formula (5) as a 
primitive causal definition from (8) and (10) 'which 'we shall call stochastie 
physical definitions. 

'Ve should remember that the definitions of G1 or G~ if complemented 
by biological laws, too - 'would serve our purposes. Let us direct now our in
ycstigation towards finding an easily measurable definition. 

'Ve observe that in Equations (8) and (10) the squart' of the intensity 
function appears! (See also Formula (1) ) 

According to }hRRISO::-'- [9J the optimum linear IHedictor is essentially 
an autocorrelator. 

When handling a linear predictor, we subtract the linear combination 
of the previous values from the expected value, and try to ohtain the minimum 
average square of the difference. It is essential that here too the prediction 
error is carried by a time function average square. The time function resulted 
not as the product of t·wo functions, hut as the difference of t·wo time function:;:. 
By refining the sampling we obtain from the time function difference a time 
function c1erivate, which is already similar to the time function appearing in 

Formula (5). 
Formula (5) suggests hy itself to choose as integrand - instead of the 

ahsolute value of the derivative function - the square of the same. 

T 

( 
dU(t))~ G3 = I -- ·elt. 

J elt 
(H) 

o 

The value of G~ of the test function calculated hy thi~ Ilt;W definition is given 
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- together with the previous one - in the following table: 

J'J V'-/ JV 
Go 4 4 4 
G1 3.6 3.08 2.57 

G~ 2-3.1 1.6-2.7 0.91-1.57 
G3 

')- ,-
-;).;) 13.4 3.14 

It is seen that the test functions are ranked into an identical sequence hy Gp 
C~ and G3 contrary to Go' 

Bet'ween G1 and G~ a proportionality is observed. Let us express Cl vs. G~. 

(15 ) 

When G~ . i > 3, the proportionality error is below 5 %, so the difference 
between G1 and G~ is insignificant. The proportionality is not followed by G3 , 

hecause with the linear predictor not merely the previous value, but the linear 
combination of several successive values, must he taken into consideration. 
Therefore the suhstitution by the square of the derivative function may he 
regarded only as an approsimation. For the more esact calculation of the 
detail richness, a storage unit must he utilized hy all means, either as a pre
dictor or as a correlator. 

That is why the definition of G;; cannot he called a stochastic physical 
ddinition. It is hetter to call it a modified causal physical detail richness. 

From the ahovc tahle it may he seen that G3 permits the possibility of 
ranking, in spite of the rough approsimation and finding thc masimum in the 
ease of detail richness mcasnrelllellt. 

Th .. achantage of {·mploying C;l lics in its measuring method. It does not 
Tcquire any considerable storage, merely an elementary sten"age effecting the 
derivation, a capacitor or an indnctivity. 

The described test function could allow only a Tough compari>3OIl. The 
suitahility of the established definition of G3 'l"<lS also checked hy X-ray pic
tures made of a chest simulating phantom satisfying the criterion descrihcd by 

Equation (4). 
There was no possihility of measuring the ;-alues Cl and C~ in the expo

sures lllade from the phantom. 
For a hettcr understallLling of the results, some outlining of the phantom 

is neces:3ary. The phantom is the property of the Budapest Medical U niver:::ity. 
The exposurcs were made at the Radiological Clinic of the Medical University. 
The phantom contains real human hones emhedded in plastic materials simu
lating the softer tissue:::. The schematized windpipe consists of an intubation 
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tube made of rubber. The picture shows also the iron wires supporting thc 
bones. The parameters of the optimum picture obtainable from the phantom 
are kno·wn. With these parameters kept constant, six exposures were made 
by the slight variation of the high yoltage affecting the picture content. Accord
ing to the co-workers of the clinic, an optimum picture could be obtained with 
an X-ray tube high voltage of 72-75 kV, so the exposures were taken within 
the range of 64-82 kV. 

The pictures were so similar to each other that only X-ray specialists 
with a great practice, were able to spot any difference between them, so it 
would be pointless to reproduce them in this paper, as the existing minute 
differences could not be accurately rendered typographically anyway. 

The phantom exposures were projected by the TV-set Mark RTV of the 
Medicor Works. The constant average brightness of the pictures "were controlled 
by a Nitometer. The synchronous signals of the video-signal, branched off 
the last video stage of the teleyision, were cut off and the image signal obtained 
in this way had a peak yoltage of 0.8 V. A device realizing the operations cor

responding to formula (5) was built, and the relatiye Go and Ga values of the 
exposures 'were measured. 

High voltage values 
during exposures (kV): M 68 72 75 i8 82 

Go 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.9·1 

G3 0.73 0.8 0.8 0.95 0.65 

It is seen by the table that the difference, Go shows, between the individ

ual exposures can hardly be indicated at all, whereas a "well ohservahle rank
ing is estahlished hy G3• 

Both Go and G3 , as expressed versus the high yoltage, haye t"WO maxima. 
The absolute maximum belongs to the exposure made at 68 kV, the second 
local maximum to that made at 78 kV. In the range bet"ween 72-75 kV, where 
the optimum high voltage is found, according to the co-workers of the clinic, 
just a local minimum appeared during our measurements. Is there a contradic
tion hetween the measurement and the experience? 

Although no hiological laws were taken into consideration at our meas
urements, the apparent contradiction may he explained. The local minimum 
in case of G3 is 80% of the maximum, i.e. it is not too deep. The phantom 
consists decisively of two kinds of material: of hone and of plastic. By tahles 
constructed for the use of X-ray physicians, it is kno"wn that the optimum 
high voltage for examining the hones of the spinal column lies in reality in the 
vicinity of the second maximum, around 75-80 kV, whereas the position of 
the first maximum is found at a high yoltage yalue characteristic of plastic, 
the second construction material of the phantom. Therefore there exists no 

contradiction; the greatest numher of details is seen in effect in the range 72-
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75 kV, both for the bones and the plastic. Their separation, with regard to 
the insignificant role of the phantom, was not necessary so far. 

The physical detail richness can be perceived and forwarded to the brain 
only in a limited measure by the human eye. The physical detail richness is 
being varied by known and as yet, less known, physiological laws. 

The detail richness corrected by the known physiological laws is called 
the physiological detail richness. 

Let us consider first the law of Fechner described by Eq. (6). The stim
ulus is given by the brightness, represented by the function U(t) during the 
scanning. The stimulus threshold determines a minimum voltage U 0' so the 
correlation function assumes the modified form of 

T 

R -'-( , )' C" I U(t) 1 U(t-T) , T) = -. n ---. n ' 
. Uo Uo 

. dt (16) 

o 

i.e. R +( T) is the autocorrelation function of the change of the sensation. 
G2 , corrected by the law of Fechner, is modified into 

G:; 

1 

In R+(O) - In R+(T) 
'when U >·lJo 

T (17) 

0 'when U~Uo 

Let us consider the law of Weber also. In case of the auto correlation func
tion the preliminary condition may be expressed as 

\ dR(T) i ___ b 
: dT [---- . 

Let us correct G'2, with this condition as well: rW10
) T 

\: 

when U:> Uo and I dR(T) i > b 
, dT j-

when ! dR(T) ! < b 
! dT i 

Gl was related to G2 by Eq. (15), so 'we will not discuss them any further. 

(18) 

(19) 

The rest of the known physiological laws have no significance for the 
detail richness, so they are disregarded here. 
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The exact denomination of G;i+ is: stochastic physiological detail rich-
ness. 

Let us correct the modified expression of the causal detail richness f"X

pressed by Eq. (14-) as well: 

T 

[c' f[_d- In U(t) \' dt, when U ~.;.> Uo and dU ~ } 
--/"I 

dt Vo J dt 
-

0 

G:i' 

1: 
when U<Uo (20) 

when 
dU 

Iz , 

dt 

'with h heing the threshold corresponding to the law of Weber. 
Let us compare the unit dimensions of G"{-'r- and Gt+. As the proportion

ality factor C is dimensionless in the law of Fechner, the unit dimensions of 
expressions (19) and (20) are coincident in case of scanning and equal 
l/sec, whilc w-ithout series deyelopment they equal the inverse of the unit area 

(c.g. 11m2). 

U o' as dcscribed hy the Fechner and Weher laws, and the threshold 
value may be estahlished always experimentally with consideration to the 
actual conditions. According to the teachings of physiology the value of the 
stimulus threshold is determined mainly hy the eye's adaptation. The adap
tation of the eye to the amhient average illumination is a complicated proces:'. 
Attention is dra"wn here to one important fact, i.e. the eye adapting itself to 
darkness attains its maximum sensitivity in approximately one hour. Therefore 
the determination of 10 or U 0 versus the average illumination is not sufficient, 
hut the adaptation time of the examining eye must also he allowed for, or the 
time-dependence of the adaptation must he taken into consideration. The 
W-eherjan threshold value also depends on the average illumination, hut it~ 

variation may he neglected in our present 'work [7]. 
G3 , as defined hy Eq. (14), gives identical results for identical type test 

functions of identical amplitudes, hut of different average hrightnes5, as it 
takes only the variation into account. This does not correspond to the experi
ence mentioned previously. Let us examine, therefore, whether the result of 
GJ7"!- agrces with thc experience. 

Calculated '."aIue of G:; c' at low 
average brightness 

at a threefold average brightne,;,; 

JLf 
121 

2.96 

63. i 

1.55 

n 10 
0.0 

0.355 

It is seen that the definition marked Gi/ -;- shows a difference not only 
between the individual types of test functions, hut al;;:o within the range of an 
identical type, if the ayerage hrightness '."aries. 
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This result does agree with the experience, already! 
The values G1, Gz, G3 , Gi+ of the test functions were calculated by a 

type Minsk 22 digital computer. 
Let us check further the correctness of the square relation appearing 

in Formula (14). 
It is known [7] that a series of electrical pulses of a frequency correspond

ing to the intensity of the light stimulus, is conducted from the eyc to the hrain. 
Hartlin plotted thp relation between the light inten.~ity and the frequency 

(Fig. 5). 
Two curves appear in this figure; the upper one sho'ws thc frequency meas

ured at the in5tance of switching on the light, whereas the lower one show,,; 

100 r /' 
./ 

80 / 
"" l.) / c: 60 / '" ::0 / 0-

40 '" / c:: 
20 

2 3 

Logarithmic illumination 

Fig . .5 

the frequency belonging to the steady condition 3.5 seconds after switching on 
the light. Two essential conclusions drawn from the ahove figure are: 

1. The switching on is accompanied hy a transient phenomenon. 
2. The curve characterizing the steady condition is - with a good 

approximation of a square characteL i.e. 

{In IF k·f (21) 

with I being the light intensity, f the frequency of the pulse snies measured 
on the stimulus conductor and k the proportionality faetoL 

The relation shown in Fig. 5 verifies the correctness of the square type 
relation assumed in the definition of G~, hut only for the steady case, i.e. for 
standing, or quasi-standing pictures. The fast changing pictures require 
further study. In this paper 'we do not intcnd to discuss these. 

A further proof for the correctness of the square character is given as 
follows: It is known from the physiology of the eye that the eye possesses t·wo 
:;orts of light-sensitive receptors: cones and rods, functioning in different 
ways in the cases of high and low illumination. Some receptors step into action 
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at low, others at medium and again others at higher illumination. HECHT [7] 
established the number of the functioning receptors depending on light inten
sity by calculations based on the photochemical properties of the eye (Fig. 6). 

Note that the functions are of a square character up to the beginning 
of saturation in hoth ranges of the cones and the rods. A deviation from the 
square character is shown only in the range where hoth curves meet. The 
ranges of hoth cones and rods are rather wide, of 2--3 order of magnitude. 
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Fig. 6 

According to W-eher's la"W, t"WO light stimuli with intensities of different 

order of magnitude can become consciously felt, so it is sufficient to work 
either in the range of the cones, or in that of the rods. In this case the square 
character is fully verified. 

A problem exists in the transition range. It was proyed hy practical 
ohservations that the clear sight is limited in the transition range hy other 
disturhing circumstances; that is why the microscopes and other similar means 
of optical ohseryation "were formerly constructed in a way that their average 
hrightness should he either helow, hut if possihle, ahove the transition range 
[7]. This proves the correctness of the square character also hy the photoelec

trical and photochemical effects of the eye. 
The proof must he complemented by two conditions: the square charac

ter holds for standing pictures, either in the range of the cones or in that of 
the rods. 

What does the square character mean? 
It means only that "we choose a function relation form approximating 

the experience hest. 
Does the square character have a deeper sense? Is there a concept differ-
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ence bet"ween the expressions 

T 

J
'I dU(t) I ' dt 

o I dt 
and f ( d~;t) r . dt. 

o 

According to the following train of thought there is. We call to help the elec
trical phenomenons of the eye [7]. The physiological corrections are - for 
the sake of simplicity-disregarded, as they should have been figuring in both 
expressions anyway. 

Under the effect of the illumination, a series of uniform pulses passes 
the stimulus conductor. The pulses ari5e in consequence of a variation of the 
electrical charge. We may assume the existence of a constant capacitor, which 
- on reaching the threshold voltage - discharges and renders the pulse. The 
capacitor is charged in the interval between the pulses by an electrical cur
rent. The current flows under the influence of voltage. The current and the 
voltage are in direct proportion, at least up to the first term incI. of the series 
deYelopment of the function relation existing between them. A phenomenon 
referring to non-linearity is observed only from the instant of switching on 
the light up to the fading away of the transient phenomenons. Linearity may 
be assumed at static standing pictures. Voltage is only the primary cause, 
it might have arisen under the influence of the illumination. 

Let us reverse the reasoning! The illumination evokes an electrical po
tential, the potential forces current to flow through a resistance to a capacitor, 
which discharges at a given voltage. The voltage U is proportional to the illu
mination B: 

A current I proportional to the voltage flows through the conductor S: 

The product of yoltage and current gives power: 

W=k·B·S·k·B=q·B2 

Therefore the square of the illumination is proportional to the power, 
i.e. formula (14) represents an energy character, in correspondence with the 
common knowledge that for fixing information-, or detail richness, an energy 
is necessary. 

According to the above considerations: in formula (5) only intensity 
Yariations, whereas in formula (14) quantities proportional to the power va
riations are summarised. Finding the proportionality factor is not necessary, 
as relative results can also be utilized. 

'1 Periodica Polytecbnica EL XIV/I. 
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Conclusions 

We have established that formula (5) gives a definition suitable only 
for the solution of limited tasks; it does not reflect an energy character and 
takes no biological laws into consideration. 

Utilizing the properties of the auto correlation functions, two new de
finitions were formulated, which are in case of sufficiently high detail 
richness - proportional to each other. These definitions express the energy 

character (see Eq. (1) ) and may be complemented hy the physiological laws. 
They take the weighting of the independence of the adjacent image points 
into consideration. Their disadvantage is that they require a complicated and 
expensive storage. 

A more modest (hut e.g. for the adjustment of the X-ray parameters 
equally suitable) definition has also heen estahlished (see Eq.(20)), which 
could be regarded as the hest one; it differs from that expressed by Eq. (19) 
only hy its failing to consider the independence of the adjacent image points, 
hut it expresses the energy character and contains the most important hiolo
gical la·ws. Its advantage is that it does not require any storage, so a simpler 
instrument can he prepared for its measurement and the detail richness of 
the pictures, as projected by television, may be easily determined from the 
time-continuous signal of the videosignal. 

Summary 
The paper defines the conception of the natural picture. A natural picture is a picture 

whose autocorrelation function is direction-invariant. Often, e.g. in preparing X-ray pictures, 
the knowledge of the picture information content might be necessary. This is, in most cases, 
indeterminable. Instead of it the detail richness may be determined. The paper criticizes the 
formerly kno,nl definition of the detail richness. It establishes two new definitions considering 
the ind~pendence of the adj acent image points, the biological laws and the fact that energy i; 
necessary for fixing the detail richness. These two new definitions are in case of a sufficiently 
high det-ail richne~s proportional with each other. -

The paper giyes also a third definition for more modest requirements, e.g. for the 
optimization of X-ray picture preparation. This definition takes into consideration not only 
the independence of the adjacent image points, but it can be measured by a far simpler 
equipment than the former two. 

The correctness of the new definitions are ,-erified by physiological experimental 
results. 
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